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3.3. Powder diffraction peak proﬁles
R. B. Von Dreele
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3.3.1. Introduction
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The analysis of a powder diffraction pattern usually involves the
ﬁtting of a model to the set of peaks that are found in that
pattern. The desired result may be accurate peak positions to be
used as input for an indexing procedure, or extraction of the suite
of reﬂection intensities for crystal structure determination or a
Rietveld reﬁnement. In any case, a good description of the shape
of the powder peak proﬁle and how it varies across the entire
pattern is of paramount importance for obtaining the highestquality results, and this topic was brieﬂy reviewed in Volume C of
International Tables for Crystallography (Parrish, 1992).
The ﬁtting is a least-squares procedure in which the model
used to calculate the intensity of the proﬁle is
P
YðxÞ ¼ I j Pj ðÞ þ BðxÞ;
ð3:3:1Þ

where the width of the peak is expressed as either the full width
at half-maximum (FWHM = G) or as the variance ( 2). Rietveld
also recognized the earlier analysis of the resolution of a neutron
powder diffractometer by Caglioti et al. (1958), who showed that
the contributions from the source size, collimators and monochromator crystal mosaic spread and scattering angle could be
combined analytically to give
2G ¼ U tan2  þ V tan  þ W

j

ð3:3:4Þ

with U, V and W adjustable during the Rietveld reﬁnement. A
modiﬁed form of this may have more stability in reﬁnement
(attributed to E. Prince by Young & Wiles, 1982):

where Ij is the integrated intensity of the jth peak and P is the
shape function for that peak, which depends on the offset ( =
x  Tj) of its position Tj from the observation point x. The sum is
over all reﬂections that could contribute to the proﬁle and B(x) is
a background intensity function. The observed shape of the peaks
arises from a convolution of the intrinsic source proﬁle (G), the
various instrumental proﬁle contributions (GI) (e.g. from slits and
monochromators, discussed in Chapter 3.1) and the characteristics of the sample (GS) that broaden the idealized reciprocalspace points (see Chapter 3.6):
PðÞ ¼ G  GI  GS :

ð3:3:3Þ

2G ¼ U 0 ðtan   K0 Þ2 þ V 0 ðtan   K0 Þ þ W 0 ;

ð3:3:5Þ

where K0 is arbitrarily chosen as 0.6.
Improvements in the resolution of neutron powder diffractometers and (more importantly) attempts to apply the Rietveld
method to X-ray powder diffraction data required the development of new powder proﬁle functions (Malmros & Thomas, 1977;
Young et al., 1977; Young & Wiles, 1982); this is because the
Gaussian function [equation (3.3.3)] gave poor ﬁts to observed
peak proﬁles, partially because of the Lorentzian emission line
proﬁle (G) from laboratory X-ray tubes. Many functions were
considered, including Lorentzian (‘Cauchy’), various modiﬁed
Lorentzians, Pearson VII and pseudo-Voigt. Of these the last two
performed (on individual peak ﬁts) about equally well; functional
forms are:
Lorentzian ‘Cauchy’ function
)
 (
L
4
 2
 ;
PL ð; L Þ ¼
ð3:3:6Þ
2
L þ ð2Þ2

ð3:3:2Þ

In practice, the peak proﬁle function is usually developed by
either selecting a peak-shape function that has the required shape
characteristics to ﬁt the experimental peak proﬁles (the semiempirical function approach, or SFA) or by selecting a number of
contributing functions and doing the requisite convolutions (the
fundamental parameters approach, or FPA) (Cheary & Coelho,
1998b).
Both approaches have been used for the analysis of constantwavelength neutron and X-ray powder diffraction data and for
neutron time-of-ﬂight (energy-dispersive) powder data. In addition, the peaks can be seen to be displaced from their expected
positions given by Bragg’s law. As we will see, this displacement is
partially a consequence of some geometric features of the
experiment but is also dependent upon the particular description
of the peak proﬁle.

Pearson VII function


ðÞ
2

= 1þ 2 ;
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   12 ðÞ1=2

ð3:3:7Þ

pseudo-Voigt function
PPV ð; ; Þ ¼ PL ð; Þ þ ð1  ÞPG ð; Þ;
3.3.2. Peak proﬁles for constant-wavelength radiation (X-rays
and neutrons)
3.3.2.1. Introduction – symmetric peak proﬁles

where L is the FWHM of the Lorentzian peak and () in the
Pearson VII function is the Gamma function;  may vary
between 0 and 1, and  is the half width at (1 + 1/) of
the peak height (David, 1986); PP7(, , 1) ’ PL(, ) and
PP7(, , 1) ’ PG(, ). Although the Pearson VII function
performs well in individual peak ﬁts, it is of little use for Rietveld
reﬁnements because of the difﬁculty in relating its coefﬁcients to
physically meaningful characteristics of the sample and will not
be considered further in this discussion.

The realization that the neutron powder diffractometer at the
Reactor Centrum Nederland, Petten, produced powder peak
proﬁles that were Gaussian in shape led Rietveld (1967) to
develop a full-pattern method for crystal structure reﬁnement
(Rietveld, 1967, 1969), now known as the Rietveld reﬁnement
method. The Gaussian is formulated as
Copyright © 2018 International Union of Crystallography

ð3:3:8Þ
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The pseudo-Voigt function is an approximation to the Voigt
function, which is the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian:
Voigt function
Z1
PV ð; L ; G Þ ¼

PL ð; l ÞPG ð  ; G Þ d
1



4 ln 2
¼
2G

1=2
Re½expðz2 ÞerfcðizÞ;

ð3:3:9Þ

where z ¼ þ i , ¼ ð4 ln 2Þ1=2 =G and ¼ ðln 2Þ1=2 L =G .
A number of formulations have been proposed for the pseudoVoigt coefﬁcients to make the best ﬁt to the corresponding Voigt
function (Hastings et al., 1984; David, 1986; Thompson et al.,
1987). The latter is most commonly used and gives overall the
FWHM,  and the mixing coefﬁcient, , to be used in equation
(3.3.8) as functions of the individual FWHMs G and L:

Figure 3.3.1
The band of intensity diffracted by a sample with height 2S, as seen by a
detector with opening 2H and a detector angle 2’ moving in the detector
cylinder. For angles below 2’min no intensity is seen. For angles between
2’inﬂ and 2, scattering from the entire sample can be seen by the
detector. Figure and caption adapted from Finger et al. (1994).

 ¼ ½ð5G þ 2:692694G L þ 2:428433G 2L þ 4:471632G 3L
þ 0:07842G 4L þ 5L Þ1=5 ;

3.3.2). This approach was then considered by Finger et al. (1994)
for synchrotron powder diffraction and they created a Fortran
code that was subsequently adopted via convolution with a
pseudo-Voigt function [equation (3.3.12)] for use by many
Rietveld reﬁnement codes. Although originally formulated for
parallel-beam neutron optics, it was shown by Finger et al. (1994)
that it could be equally well applied to diverging X-ray and
neutron optics by allowing the sample length to vary during the
Rietveld reﬁnement. They also showed that it could be applied to
the asymmetry observed at low angles with Bragg–Brentano
instrumentation. In that case the detector height is deﬁned by the
diffracted-beam Soller slits.
Clearly, this asymmetric peak-shape function properly represents the offset of the peak top from the peak position, in contrast
to functions such as the split Pearson VII function. Consequently,
single peak ﬁts using this function will give peak positions that
are more readily indexed using methods such as those described
in Chapter 3.4.

ð3:3:10Þ

 ¼ 1:36603ðL =Þ  0:47719ðL =Þ2 þ0:11116ðL =Þ3 :
ð3:3:11Þ
The alternative given by David (1986) uses a more generalized
version of the pseudo-Voigt function,
PPV ð; W G ; W L ; G ; L Þ ¼ L PL ð; W L Þ þ G PG ð; W G Þ;
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ð3:3:12Þ
3.3.2.3. Peak-displacement effects

where  = G + L, 1 = G/ and 2 = L/; this is claimed to
match the Voigt function to better than 0.3%.

The position of the peak is also affected by various instrumental and geometric effects. For example, the sample position in
a Bragg–Brentano experiment is ideally tangent to the focusing
circle (Parrish, 1992). A radial displacement, s, of the sample will
shift the Bragg peaks according to

3.3.2.2. Constant-wavelength powder proﬁle asymmetry
Rietveld (1969) noted that at very low scattering angles the
peaks displayed some asymmetry, which shifted the peak
maximum to lower angles. He ascribed the effect to ‘vertical
divergence’ and proposed a purely empirical correction for it.
Subsequent authors (Cooper & Sayer, 1975; Howard, 1982;
Hastings et al., 1984) offered semi-empirical treatments of the
proﬁle shape that results from the intersection of a Debye–
Scherrer cone with a ﬁnite receiving slit, which is described as
‘axial divergence’. A more complete analysis of the problem in
neutron powder diffraction was offered by van Laar & Yelon
(1984), who considered the effect of a ﬁnite vertical slit (2H)
intercepting a set of Bragg diffraction cones generated from a
ﬁnite sample length (2S) within the incident beam for a goniometer radius (L). As seen in Fig. 3.3.1, this gives peak intensity
beginning at 2’min < 2 via scattering from only the ends of the
sample; at 2’inﬂ the entire sample scatters into the detector. The
resulting intensity proﬁle is then convoluted with a Gaussian
function to give the resulting asymmetric powder line proﬁle (Fig.

Figure 3.3.2

Low-angle synchrotron powder diffraction line (2 ’ 4.1 ) ﬁtted by the
Finger et al. (1994) axial divergence powder line-shape function. The
observed points (+), calculated curve, background and difference curves
are shown. Note the offset of the peak top from the Bragg 2 position
(vertical line).
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2 ¼ 360s cos =R;

ð3:3:13Þ

national Tables for Crystallography (Jorgensen et al., 1992).
Because neutrons of differing velocities (v) have differing
wavelengths () according to the de Broglie relationship ( =
h/mv) given Planck’s constant (h) and the neutron mass (m), they
will sort themselves out in their time of arrival at the detector.
The powder pattern appears as a function of TOF via Bragg’s law
( = 2dsin) in which the wavelength is varied and  is ﬁxed. The
approximate relationship between TOF, wavelength and
d-spacing observed in a particular detector can be derived from
the de Broglie relationship and Bragg’s law to give

where R is the goniometer radius. This is the major peakdisplacement effect and can be detected for sample displacements as small as 10 mm.
A similar effect can be observed for Debye–Scherrer instrumentation when the goniometer axis is not coincident with the
sample axis; this is a more common problem for neutron powder
diffraction instruments where accurate placement of very
massive goniometers can be difﬁcult. In this case the peak
displacement is
2 ¼

180
ðs cos 2 þ sy sin 2Þ;
R x

TOF ¼ 252:7784L ¼ 505:5568Ld sin :

ð3:3:14Þ

The constants are such that given  in ångströms and the total
neutron ﬂight path length L in metres, then the TOF will be in ms.
An analysis of the possible variances in these components then
gives an estimate of the powder diffraction peak widths:

where sx and sy are displacements perpendicular and parallel to
the incident beam, respectively, all in the diffraction plane.
In high-resolution instrumentation (even at a synchrotron)
goniometer axis displacements less than 10 mm can be detected.
Specimen transparency in Bragg–Brentano diffraction can also
cause peak displacements arising from the shift in effective
sample position to below the surface at high scattering angles.
This shift for a thick specimen is
2 ¼ 90 sin 2=eff R;

ð3:3:16Þ

d=d ¼ ½ðt=tÞ2 þ ð cot Þ2 þ ðL=LÞ2 1=2 ;

ð3:3:17Þ

where d, t,  and L are, respectively, the uncertainties in
d-spacing, TOF, scattering angle  and total ﬂight path L
(Jorgensen & Rotella, 1982). Consequently, these three terms
also determine the instrumental contribution to the neutron TOF
powder peak proﬁle.

ð3:3:15Þ

where eff is the effective sample absorption coefﬁcient taking
into account the packing density.

3.3.3.2. The neutron pulse shape
The neutron pulse shape depends on the mode of production.
Early studies (Buras & Holas, 1968; Turberﬁeld, 1970) used one
or more choppers to deﬁne a polychromatic pulse from a reactor
source, resulting in essentially Gaussian powder peak proﬁles
whose FWHM (G) is nearly constant (B ’ 0):

3.3.2.4. Fundamental parameters proﬁle modelling
An alternative method for describing the source and instrumental part of the powder peak proﬁle is to develop a set of
individual functions that form the part of the proﬁle arising from
each of the instrumental components that shape the beam proﬁle
(Cheary & Coelho, 1992, 1998a,b). Ideally, each function is
parameterized in terms of the physical parameters of the corresponding instrument component (e.g. slit width and height,
sample dimensions and absorption, source size and emission
characteristics, etc.), which are known from direct measurement.
The set of functions are then convoluted via fast mathematical
procedures to produce a line proﬁle that matches the observed
one. Any remaining proﬁle-broadening parameters (e.g. for
sample crystallite size and microstrain, see Section 3.3.5 for
details) are then allowed to adjust during a Rietveld reﬁnement.
By employing this fundamental parameters (FP) approach, these
parameters are unaffected by any instrumental parameterization.
The FP method offers two clear advantages over the more
empirical approach outlined in Sections 3.3.2.1–3.3.2.3 above: (i)
it can more closely describe the actual instrumental effects that
contribute to the proﬁle shape, thus improving the precision of
the ﬁt to the observed data and (ii) it can be used to describe a
source characteristic or an instrumental arrangement that is
outside the normally used conﬁguration, yielding a result that
would be difﬁcult to obtain otherwise (Cheary et al., 2004).

2G ¼ A þ Bd2 ;

ð3:3:18Þ

so that the Rietveld technique can easily be used (e.g. Worlton et
al., 1976). Unfortunately, this approach gave very low intensities
and relatively low resolution powder patterns.
A more useful approach uses a spallation source to produce
the pulsed neutron beam. Neutrons are produced when a highenergy proton beam (>500 MeV) strikes a heavy metal target
(usually W, U or liquid Hg) via a spallation process (Carpenter
et al., 1984). These very high energy neutrons strike small
containers of moderating material (usually H2O, liquid CH4 or
liquid H2) which then comprise the neutron source seen by the
powder diffraction instrument. The entire target/moderator
system is encased in a neutron-reﬂective material (usually Be) to
enhance the neutron ﬂux and then further encased in a biological
shield. Each moderator may be encased on the sides away from
the instrument (e.g. powder diffractometer) in a thin neutron
absorber (e.g. Cd or Gd) and may also contain an inner absorber
layer (‘poison’) to sharpen the resulting pulse of thermal
neutrons. These sources produce a polychromatic neutron beam
that is rich in both thermal (<300 meV) and epithermal
(>300 meV) neutrons. The proton pulses can have a very short
duration (200 ns) (from a ‘short-pulse’ source, e.g. ISIS,
Rutherford Laboratory, UK or LANSCE, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, USA) or a much longer duration (>500 ns) (a ‘longpulse’ source, e.g. SNS, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA or
ESS, European Spallation Source, Sweden); the pulse repetition
rate at these sources is 10–60 Hz. These characteristics are largely
dictated by the proton accelerator and neutron source design.
The resulting neutron pulse results from complex downscattering and thermalization processes in the whole target/
moderator assembly; it may be further shaped by choppers,

3.3.3. Peak proﬁles for neutron time-of-ﬂight experiments
3.3.3.1. The experiment
The neutron source in a time-of-ﬂight (TOF) powder diffraction experiment produces pulses of polychromatic neutrons;
these travel over the distance from the source to the sample and
then to the detectors which are placed at ﬁxed scattering angles
about the sample position; the travel times are of the order of
1–100 ms. This has been brieﬂy described in Volume C of Inter-
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The two terms in this function are shown in Fig. 3.3.3. The
junction of the two exponentials deﬁnes the peak position (shown
as a vertical line in Fig. 3.3.3); it is offset to the low side of
the peak maximum. This arbitrary choice of peak position
then affects the relationship between the TOF and reﬂection
d-spacing; an empirical relationship (Von Dreele et al., 1982) was
found to sufﬁce:
TOF ¼ Cd þ Ad2 þ Z;

with three adjustable coefﬁcients (C, A, Z) established via ﬁtting
to the pattern from a standard reference material.
Although this proﬁle description was adequate for roomtemperature moderators (H2O or polyethylene) at low-power
spallation sources, it does not describe well the wavelength
dependence for cold moderators feeding neutron guides used at
higher-power sources. An alternative description, employing a
switch function to account for the fundamental change in the
neutron leakage proﬁle from the moderator between epithermal
and thermal neutrons, was proposed (Ikeda & Carpenter, 1985;
Robinson & Carpenter, 1990) to accommodate the proﬁles seen
from liquid CH4 or H2 moderators. A drawback of this description is that the pulse proﬁle is deﬁned with the peak position at
the low TOF edge; convolution with GI and GS results in a
function where the peak position is far below the peak top. An
empirical approach by Avdeev et al. (2007) simply requires tables
to be established from individual peak ﬁts to a standard material
powder pattern for the values of , and TOF in place of the
expressions given in equations (3.3.20) and (3.3.21); this establishes the G and GI contributions to the TOF line shape. More
recently, some simple extensions (Toby & Von Dreele, 2013) to
the empirical functions [equations (3.3.22) and (3.3.23)] appear to
better cover the deviations arising from the enhanced epithermal
contribution to the cold moderator spectrum:

Figure 3.3.3
The observed and calculated Ni 222 diffraction line proﬁle from the Back
Scattering Spectrometer, Harwell Laboratory, Chilton, UK. The curves
A and B are computed from the two terms in equation (3.3.19) and curve
C is the sum (from Von Dreele et al., 1982).

particularly for long-pulse sources, to give what is seen at the
powder diffractometer.
Consequently, the neutron pulse structure from these sources
has a complex and asymmetric shape, usually characterized by a
very sharp rise and a slower decay, both of which are dependent
on the neutron wavelength. The resulting powder diffraction
peak proﬁle (Fig. 3.3.3) is then the convolution [equation (3.3.2)]
of this pulse shape (G) with symmetric functions (GI) arising
from beamline components (e.g. slits and choppers) and the
sample characteristics (GS).

TOF ¼ Cd þ Ad2 þ B=d þ Z;
¼

1

d

;

¼

0

þ

1

d4

þ

2

d2

;

An early attempt at representing the TOF peak proﬁle used a
piecewise approach combining a leading-edge Gaussian, a peaktop Gaussian and an exponential decay for the tail (Cole &
Windsor, 1980). Although single peaks could be ﬁtted well with
this function, the variation with TOF was complex and required
many arbitrary coefﬁcients.
A more successful approach empirically represented the pulse
shape by a pair of back-to-back exponentials which were then
convoluted with a Gaussian (Jorgensen et al., 1978; Von Dreele et
al., 1982) to give
(
 2

h
i
 þ
PðÞ ¼
exp ð  2 þ 2Þ erfc
þ
2
ð21=2 Þ


 2
)
 
2
þ exp ð   2Þ erfc
;
2
ð21=2 Þ

In an X-ray dispersive powder diffraction experiment, a detector
with good energy-discrimination capability is placed at a ﬁxed
scattering angle while the sample is illuminated by a ‘white’ beam
of radiation. The detector response is binned into discrete energies by a multichannel analyser (MCA) (Glazer et al., 1978).
Typically these instruments display peaks that are purely Gaussian in shape with quite low resolution (E/E ’ 1%) and have
widths that are proportional to the energy:
G ¼ UE þ W:

0

þ ð 1 =d4 Þ;

 ¼  1 d:

ð3:3:24Þ

This is most useful for experiments with very limited angular
access (e.g. high-pressure multi-anvil setups, as described in
Chapter 2.7) using synchrotron radiation and can give very high
data collection rates on very small samples. Glazer et al. (1978)
showed that simple crystal structures can be modelled with the
Rietveld technique after suitable corrections to account for
the variation in source intensity, detector response and sample
absorption effects. Otto (1997) expanded the peak-proﬁle
description to include possible sample-broadening effects via a
Voigt proﬁle; this extended the expression in equation (3.3.24) by
adding a second-order term in energy and allowed extraction of

where and are, respectively, the coefﬁcients for the exponential rise and decay functions; erfc is the complementary error
function. Analysis of the data that were available then gave
empirical relations for , and  as
¼

3
:
d2
ð3:3:23Þ

3.3.4. Peak proﬁles for X-ray energy-dispersive experiments

ð3:3:19Þ

1 =d;

ð3:3:22Þ

 ¼ 0 þ 1 d2 þ 2 d4 þ

3.3.3.3. The neutron TOF powder peak proﬁle

¼

ð3:3:21Þ

ð3:3:20Þ
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size and microstrain sample-broadening effects in cases where
these were large.
A related alternative technique (Wang et al., 2004) collects
multiple energy-dispersive powder patterns over a narrow and
coarse angular step scan; this is easily done in a typical multi-anvil
high-pressure setup. The array of spectra are binned as multiple
angle-dispersive patterns which are then combined into a single
reﬁnement; the complex corrections required for pure energydispersive patterns reduce to reﬁnable scaling factors. Typically a
scan over 10 2 with 0.1–0.2 steps sufﬁces to give suitable data;
binning into E/E ’ 20% energy bands gives data that are used
in a conventional multiple-data-set Rietveld reﬁnement.

pL ¼

ð3:3:27Þ

where C is deﬁned by equation (3.3.21). In some cases the crystallites have anisotropic shapes (e.g. plates or needles), in which
case the peak broadening will be dependent on the respective
direction in reciprocal space for each reﬂection. Many Rietveld
reﬁnement programs implement various models for this anisotropy.

3.3.5.2. Microstrain broadening
The existence of imperfections (e.g. deformation faults) within
the crystal lattice produces local distortions of the lattice and thus
a broadening of the points in reciprocal space. To a ﬁrst
approximation these points are broadened proportionally to their
distance from the origin, e.g. d*/d* = d/d ’ constant.
As for crystallite size, there is normally dispersion in the
density of defects and thus the peak shape will be intermediate
between a Gaussian and a Lorentzian form, and it is well
described by the Voigt, pseudo-Voigt or Pearson VII functions.
Usually, the Lorentzian form dominates this type of broadening
and it is the most common form of sample broadening in powder
diffraction. It usually arises because of defects introduced during
sample preparation (especially during grinding). The Lorentzian
width contribution from microstrain broadening is

3.3.5. Sample broadening
Very often, particularly for synchrotron-radiation experiments,
the powder diffraction peak proﬁle is dominated by broadening
effects from the sample, e.g.
PðÞ ¼ G  GI  GS ’ GS :

CK
;
p

ð3:3:25Þ

For the cases considered here, the focus will be on samplebroadening models that allow improved ﬁts within the context
of a Rietveld reﬁnement; a more detailed treatment aimed at
extracting sample characteristics (e.g. crystallite size distributions) is covered in Chapter 5.1.
Two mechanisms for sample broadening are considered here:
crystallite size and ‘microstrain’ broadening; each will be
discussed in turn.

sL ¼

180
s tan ;


ð3:3:28Þ

where s is the dimensionless microstrain; it is frequently multiplied by 106. A similar expression for neutron TOF is
3.3.5.1. Crystallite size broadening

sL ¼ Csd;

The reciprocal space associated with an ideal large crystal will
consist of a periodic array of inﬁnitely sharp  functions, one for
each of the structure factors, as expected from the Fourier
transform of the essentially inﬁnite and periodic crystal lattice.
For real crystals, this limit is reached for crystal dimensions
exceeding circa 10 mm. The Fourier transform of a crystal lattice
that is smaller than this will show a proﬁle that follows the form
described by the sinc(x) = sin(x)/x function. Any dispersion in
the crystal sizes in a powder sample will smear this into a form
intermediate between a Gaussian and a Lorentzian, which is well
described by either a Voigt [equation (3.3.9)], a pseudo-Voigt
[equation (3.3.8)] or the less-useful Pearson VII [equation
(3.3.7)] function. The physical process used to form the powder
will inﬂuence the details of the size distribution; usually this will
approximate a log-normal distribution and the resulting peakshape contribution from crystallite size effects will be largely
Lorentzian with a width SL. Predominantly Gaussian size
broadening can only occur if the size distribution is very tightly
monodisperse. Then, for isotropic crystal dimensions this
broadening is uniformly the same everywhere in reciprocal space;
e.g. d* = constant ’ 1/p, where p is the crystallite size. Transformation via Bragg’s law to the typical measurement of a
powder pattern as a function of 2 gives this Lorentzian width as
pL

180 K
¼
 p cos 

ð3:3:29Þ

where C is deﬁned by equation (3.3.21).
In many cases, the microstrain broadening is not isotropic;
presumably this is a consequence of the interaction between the
defects and the elastic properties of the crystals. A phenomenological description of these effects by Popa (1998) and Stephens
(1999) is obtained by considering the variance of
1
¼ Mhkl ¼
d2

1h
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þ

2k

2

þ

3l

2

þ

4 kl

þ

5 hl

þ

6 hk

with respect to each of the coefﬁcients i.
X @M @M
Sij
2sL ¼
@ i@ j
i;j
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6 22
@M @M 6
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2
h
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hk2 l
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ð3:3:30Þ

ð3:3:31Þ

3
h3 k
hk3 7
7
hkl2 7
7: ð3:3:32Þ
hk2 l 7
7
h2 kl 5
h2 k2

Examination of this sum for the triclinic case collects terms to
give

ð3:3:26Þ

2sL ¼ S400 h4 þ S040 k4 þ S004 l4 þ 3ðS220 h2 k2 þ S202 h2 l2 þ S022 k2 l2 Þ
þ 2ðS310 h3 k þ S103 hl3 þ S031 k3 l þ S130 hk3 þ S301 h3 l þ S013 kl3 Þ
ð3:3:33Þ
þ 4ðS211 h2 kl þ S121 hk2 l þ S112 hkl2 Þ

expressed in degrees and the Scherrer constant, K, which
depends on the shape of the crystallites; e.g. K = 1 for
spheres, 0.89 for cubes etc. (see Table 5.1.1 in Chapter 5.1). A
similar expression for the crystallite size from a neutron TOF
experiment is

with 15 coefﬁcients Shkl. The subscript hkl in Shkl refers to the

powers used for h; k; l in equations (3.3.33)–(3.3.44).
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For Laue symmetries other than triclinic, there are restrictions
on the allowed Shkl terms and, as a practical matter, additional
equivalences from symmetry-forced reﬂection overlaps for
trigonal and tetragonal Laue symmetries.
Monoclinic (2/m, b axis unique; others similar, nine coefﬁcients):
2sL ¼ S400 h4 þ S040 k4 þ S004 l4 þ 3S202 h2 l2
þ 3ðS220 h2 k2 þ S022 k2 l2 Þ þ 2ðS301 h3 l þ S103 hl3 Þ
þ 4S121 hk2 l:

ð3:3:34Þ

Orthorhombic (mmm, six coefﬁcients):
2sL ¼ S400 h4 þ S040 k4 þ S004 l4 þ 3ðS220 h2 k2 þ S202 h2 l2 þ S022 k2 l2 Þ:
ð3:3:35Þ
Tetragonal (4/m, ﬁve coefﬁcients):
2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 Þ þ S004 l4 þ 3S220 h2 k2
þ 3S202 ðh2 l2 þ k2 l2 Þ þ 2S310 ðh3 k  hk3 Þ:

ð3:3:36Þ

The last coefﬁcient (S310) cannot normally be determined
owing to exact reﬂection overlaps. Thus, equation (3.3.37) is
normally used for both 4/m and 4/mmm Laue symmetries:
Tetragonal (4/mmm, four coefﬁcients):

Figure 3.3.4
Microstrain surface for sodium parahydroxybenzoate multiplied by 106.

2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 Þ þ S004 l4 þ 3S220 h2 k2 þ 3S202 ðh2 l2 þ k2 l2 Þ:
ð3:3:37Þ

Trigonal (31m, four coefﬁcients):
2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 þ 2h3 k þ 2hk3 þ 3h2 k2 Þ þ S004 l4
þ 3S202 ðh2 l2 þ k2 l2 þ hkl2 Þ þ 4S211 ðh2 kl þ hk2 lÞ:

Trigonal (3, rhombohedral setting, ﬁve coefﬁcients):

ð3:3:42Þ

2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 þ l4 Þ þ 3S220 ðh2 k2 þ h2 l2 þ k2 l2 Þ
þ 2S310 ðh3 k þ k3 l þ hl3 Þ þ 2S130 ðh3 l þ kl3 þ hl3 Þ
þ 4S211 ðh2 kl þ hk2 l þ hkl2 Þ:

Hexagonal (6/m and 6/mmm, three coefﬁcients):

ð3:3:38Þ

2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 þ 2h3 k þ 2hk3 þ 3h2 k2 Þ þ S004 l4
þ 3S202 ðh2 l2 þ k2 l2 þ hkl2 Þ:

The pair of coefﬁcients S310 and S130 cannot normally be
independently determined owing to exact reﬂection overlaps.
Thus, equation (3.3.39) is normally used for both rhombohedral
symmetries:
Trigonal (3m, rhombohedral setting, four coefﬁcients):

 two coefﬁcients):
Cubic (m3 and m3m,
2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 þ l4 Þ þ 3S220 ðh2 k2 þ h2 l2 þ k2 l2 Þ:

þ 2S310 ðh3 k þ k3 l þ hl3 þ h3 l þ kl3 þ hl3 Þ
ð3:3:39Þ

Trigonal (3, ﬁve coefﬁcients):
2sL ¼ S400 ðh4 þ k4 þ 2h3 k þ 2hk3 þ 3h2 k2 Þ þ S004 l4
þ 3S202 ðh2 l2 þ k2 l2 þ hkl2 Þ þ S301 ð2h3 l  2k3 l  6hk2 lÞ
þ 4S211 ðh2 kl þ hk2 lÞ:

ð3:3:40Þ
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